Seminar diagram of MASTERING ACADEMY
Preparatory Coaching:

Aim:
Achieve "Mastering‐
ready" top level mixes
with ease and system

Pro Mixing Online Coaching
12‐week Online Mixing Coaching Program.
This seminar is specially designed for those
students who wish to feel more secure in the
domain of mixing.
(no prerequisite for Master Seminar)

Aim:
Based on solid in depth
knowledge and
extensive training you
create masters on a
competitive level

Continuation for
Mastering Engineers:
Aim:
Continuative training &
consultation program
to adapt your skills fully
to your working
environment to excel
your decision making
abilities in the
mastering process

24‐week Online Intensive Course. This program
builds the fundament for both: Upcoming
mastering engineers as well as for producers
who want to finalize their own productions and
want to extent their horizon.
(Prerequisite for Supervised Mastering & Examination)

Focus Module
In 2020 we will also offer to book single
modules from the Master Seminar which
will allow you to upgrade from there.

Certificate of Participation
(= Allows you to enjoy student rebate of
up to 50% on software purchase)

Supervised Mastering & Examination
(Prerequisite: Master Seminar)
In order to continue Mastering experience, join the 12‐
week Supervised Mastering Coaching. Within this
program you will get 1 on 1 feedback from an
internationally recognized Mastering Engineer. You will
grow with each mastering by comparing and pitching your
skills so that you grow with each mastering. You also learn
to adapt your tools and environment, so that you further
develop
your
decision
making
abilities.
Supervised Mastering is prerequisite for the examination.

:

Aim:
You are certified
professional Mastering
Engineer

Studio Praxis:
Aim:
You enjoy time with
like‐minded mates in a
world class mastering
facility with personal
coaching and get hands
on a wealth of
outboard gear

Supplementary Units:
Aim: Extent your
service portfolio

incl. 9h preparation
video training

Master Seminar

Core Course:

Examination

incl. 6h preparation
video training and
book

Certified MA Mastering Engineer
You get 48h to master an EP provided by
MASTERING ACADEMY. Your work will be reviewed
in detail by a renowned Mastering Engineer

Certificate
MA Mastering Engineer

Hands On Studio Weekend
Fulfill your dream to spend two full days in a
perfect studio environment and get hands on
the best outboard gear and tools money can
buy with the support of a high end coach.
(This course is optional)
interactive
Online Training

Supplementary Special Seminars
MA offers a wide range of exciting interactive online
video seminars on very interesting topics on
demand.

Certificate of Participation

